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Split Limit Coverage
The Split Limit policy is structured like a typical homeowners policy. There
are separate limits by coverage type: Dwelling (your home), Other Structures,
Personal Property, and Loss of Use coverage. Each coverage has a separate limit.



Full Coverage
Offers protection for your dwelling, other structures, personal property and loss of use from loss due to
earthquake.



Limited Coverage
Offers protection for your dwelling and limited coverage for personal property (up to $5,000) and loss of
use (up to $1,500).



Choose a Deductible
You can see the annual premium for each deductible option.



Review the Coverage A Limit
You can enter a new amount to edit the amount of coverage, then choose Recalculate.



Coverage A Limit Acknowledgement
If you edit the Coverage A Limit and it is lower than the Coverage A Limit calculated using the
Homeowners policy Coverage A limit provided, then you will be encouraged to review the
Replacement Cost Estimate details for this property.

If you continue, you will be required to confirm the selected limit when purchased.



Acknowledgement
f you print or purchase a quote with an Earthquake Coverage A Limit that is lower than the Earthquake
Coverage A Limit calculated using the Homeowners Coverage A Limit, then you must acknowledge the
limit before you continue.



Restore Initial Limit
Choose this link if you edited the Single Limit and want to restore the initial amount.



Review the Coverage Details
The coverage details will show you what is included with the policy options you have selected.



Convenient Payment Plans
You can see the payment plans and payment schedules.



Share Quote
You can print or email this quote to share it with your client.



Purchase
Once you have confirmed the coverage options, you can continue to purchase.

What do you want to learn about next?

View Property Details & Replacement Cost Estimate Guide
View All Earthquake Quoting Guides

http://guides.mygeosource.com/edit-property-details
https://www.quakeinsurance.com/eq-guides

